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 NOTIFICATION 
 
 Sub: Admissions 2011-2012- Waiting-List of Candidates for admission to M.A.   Applied Linguistics. 
 ....................................... 
 
 The following is the Waiting List of candidates, in order of merit, for admission to M.A.  Applied Linguistics during  
 the Academic Year 2011-2012 subject to the availability of seats and their fulfilling the minimum qualifications for  
 admissio
 

n and other conditions given in the Prospectus for 2011-2012. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   S.No       HT.No      Name of Candidate                                               S.No       HT.No      Name of Candidate 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
General Category 
 
 
     1  41261003  PRARTHANA ACHARYYA 
  2  37261002  RINGU ANN BABY 
  3  37261003  ARATHI R 
  4  37261005  CHACHU ZACHARIAH 
  5  41261005  PURNIMA CHOUDHURY 
  6  **  43261003  NAMRATA HANSDA 
  7  12261013  POONAM JAIN 
 

  8  36261001  S VAISHNAVI 
  9  **  12261018  CHANDRA SENA  BODAKARNAVAT 

  10  **  32261007  LOISY KHITHIE 
  11  **  32261006  CK VANLALZAMI 
  12  #  25261001  KONGALA RAMPRASAD 
  13  **  40261001  VIKUOSA 
 
 
 14  38261005  MD NEFAUR RAHMAN 

Reserved Categories 
  
    1 *  12261006  JARADODDI KISHORE BABU 
  2  *  21261001  RAVURI LAKSHMANARAO 
  3  *  12261001  JILLAPALLI GEETHA 
  4  *  12261004  JALEM RAJEEV 
  5  *  12261008  PERUMALLA RAMMURTHY 
  1  **  41261006  CHANDRA SEKHAR ISWARY 
  2  32261002  LALRINHLUI  ** 
  

  3  **  32261003  TERESI LALMUANAWMI 
  4  **  43261003  NAMRATA HANSDA 
  5  **  40261003  VIBIKHONO MEYASE 
  6  **  12261018  CHANDRA SENA BODAKARNAVAT 

  7  **  32261007  LOISY KHITHIE 
  8  **  32261006  CK VANLALZAMI 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Note: * = SC, ** = ST, # = OBC 
 
The above wait-listed candidates who desire to be considered for admission against the vacant seats, if any, should 
report in person at 02.00 p.m. sharp on 18.07.2011  to the Dy. Registrar (Acad & Exams) at the Admission 
Counseling Hall, O/o the Controller of Examinations, University of Hyderabad Campus, Gachi Bowli, 
Hyderabad - 500 046. It is essential that the candidate should report in person and sign the attendance. The 
candidate who report in person and sign attendance will only be considered for vacancies available on this day and 
any further vacancies before the closure of the admissions.  
 
                                                       NO PROXY WILL BE ALLOWED 
 
 In case the admission is offered, the candidates will be required to complete the admission formalities on the same 
 day. At the time of admission, the candidates are required to submit all their original certificates and T.C. together 
with attested copies of the same and pay an amount of Rs. 3715/- (including Rs. 1100/- refundable deposit ) for the 
first semester.  
 
The candidates under reserved category, i.e. SC, ST, OBC, PC and Wards of Defence Personnel should produce the 
certificate in the prescribed format issued by a competent authority in support of their claim without which their claim 
will not be considered.  For the benefit of OBC candidates, the prescribed format for   OBC certificates is made available on the   
University's   Website. Selected candidates are required to download the Enrolment Form along with Instructions from the 
 University Website and submit the filled in forms at the time of admission. 
 
 As notified in the prospectus, the University cannot guaranty to provide hostel accommodation to all the students admitted to 
various courses. No student admitted to University can claim the Hostel seat as a matter of right. If hostel  seat is allotted, the 



 

student has to pay the mess deposit and other charges of the hostel separately in addition to the  tuition fee etc. as stated above. 
The details are available on the University's website. 
 
The candidates under Result Awaited Category, who are considered for conditional admission should complete all the formalities 
of writing the theory exams, completion of practical exams and the Viva Voce exam etc. of their qualifying degree before 31st 
July, 2011.  The candidates who are granted conditional admission must submit their qualifying degree examination certificate 
before 31st July, 2011.  In exceptional circumstances, extension of the time may be granted upto 31st August, 2011 only to submit 
the certificates of the Qualifying Degree.   However, this facility will not be extended to those who are appearing to the regular or 
supplementary or improvement examinations of the qualifying degree after 31.07.2011 and awaiting for the results. 
 
Non-compliance with the above conditions will result in automatic cancellation of the conditional admission granted to them.   
The University will not entertain any correspondence in this regard.  

 
Controller of Examinations 

 


